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Proven methodologies to enhance business value by exploiting the latest global technology
trends and best business and IT practices There is no doubt that a tidal wave of change is
hitting the area of business technology; new business models are forming around the cloud,
new insights on how an enterprise runs is being aided by mining massive transactional and
operational data sets. Decision-making is becoming almost prescient through new classes of
data visualization, data analytics, and dashboards. Despite the promise of technologies to
make a difference, or perhaps because of it, IT organizations face continued challenges in
realizing partnerships and trust with their business partners. While many books take on
elements of these emerging developments or address the stubborn barriers to "real"
partnership, none make the practices involved fit together in a highly effective fashion - until
now. Strategic IT Management in Turbulent Times reveals how this framework ensures that
organizations make the right strategic decisions to succeed in times of turbulence and change.
Draws together authors with global experience including the Americas, Europe, Pacific Rim,
and Africa Offers a comprehensive framework for IT and business managers to maximize the
value IT brings to business Addresses the effects of turbulence on business and IT Focuses on
developing partnerships and trust with business With practical examples and implementation
guidance based on proven techniques developed by the authors over the past twenty years,
Strategic IT Management in Turbulent Times considers the challenges facing today's
enterprise, IT's critical role in value creation, and the practical road map for achieving strategic
IT management competencies.
Corporate Accounting has been especially written to meet the requirements of B.Com.
students as per the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) curriculum of University of North
Bengal. It comprehensively presents the fundamental concepts of corporate accounting in an
informative and systematic manner.
This Book Is Designed As Per The New Syllabus Effective From 1St October 2001, Prescribed
By The Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India.The Book Has The Following Significant
Features:It Contains Solutions Of Numerous Problems Set In The Previous C.A.
Examinations.At The End Of Each Chapter Objective/Descriptive Type Questions With
Answers And Summary Of Important Formulae Are Given. Descriptive Questions Will Enable
The Students To Test Their Understanding Of The Subject.It Explains The Various Cost
Accounting Principles And Concepts, Tool And Techniques Of Financial Management And
Their Applications In Real Life Situations In A Simple And Lucid Language With Appropriate
Examples, Diagrams, Tables, Etc.It Describes Different Sources Of Finance Available To
Business Enterprises To Cater To Their Various Types Of Requirements.Examples Have Been
Graded With Care.This Book Would Serve As An Excellent Comprehensive Text For Not Only
C.A. Students But Also For Those Preparing For M.B.A., I.C.W.A.I (Inter), C.S. And Similar
Examinations.
Cost Management' is specially designed to cater to the needs of B.COM VI Semester students
of Bangalore University. The book presents the core concepts of subject matter in a lucid and
easy-to-understand language. It lays a solid foundation for the advanced aspects and
application of cost control and reduction not only for classroom study but also for corporate
requirements. The book provides a right blend of both theory and application, showcasing the
authors' 25+ years of rich experience.
Cost Accounting' is designed for the specific requirements of B.COM/B.B.A IV Semester
curriculum of Bangalore University. It represents the core concepts of the subject in a
systematic and meticulous manner which intends to provide a strong conceptual background to
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the readers not only for classromm study, but also for corporate-world applicability. The book
has been enriched with 25+ years of experience of the authors and provides a right blend of
both- theory and application.
The primary objective of this book ? developed as a joint effort of Vikas® Publishing House
Pvt. Ltd. and JGI ? is to create learning materials that are reader-friendly, help the students in
preparing and revising the subject with ease and provide a high level of retention for
examination preparedness.Key Features• The content has been developed using instructional
design. The units are written in simple language and are provided with easily understandable
headings and subheadings for quick comprehension of the subject• Numerous worked out
examples are included to ensure that the students understand the concepts and are wellprepared for examinations• Numerous practice questions and answers at the end of each unit
are provided to ensure that students are able to revise the study material with ease

1. Accounting — Meaning and Scope, 2. Accounting Principles : Concepts and
Conventions, 3. Double Entry System, 4. Recording of Transactions : Journal, Ledger
and Trial Balance, 5. Sub-division of Journal : Subsidiary Books (i) Cash Book (ii) Other
Subsidiary Books, 6. Final Accounts-with Adjustments, 7. Accounting Standards, 7 (A) .
Detailed Study of Accounting Statndards 6 and 10, 8. Branch Accounting, 9.
Departmental Accounting, 10. Royalty Accounts, 11. Accounting of Non-Trading or Notfor-Profit Organisations/Institutions, 12. Joint Venture Accounts, 13. Consignment
Accounts, 14. Investment Accounts, 15. Dissolution of a Partnership Firm-I, 16.
Dissolution of a Partnership Firm-2, 17. Dissolution of a Partnership Firm-3, 18.
Amalgamation of Partnership Firm, 19. Sale of Partnership Firm/Conversion into
Company. 20. Revenue Recognition (AS -9), 21. Depreciation, 22. Computerised
Accounting Sysytem (CAS), Chapterwise Very Short Answer Type Questions
his highly acclaimed text, now in its Sixth Edition, is designed as a first-level course in
MBA and professional programmes. It explains how to prepare, analyze, and interpret
financial statements. NEW TO THIS EDITION, • Chapters: Chapter 7 Financial Assets,
Chapter 9 Operating Liabilities, Chapter 10 Financial Liabilities, and Chapter 15
Earnings Analysis and Qualitative Information. • Topics: Accounting fraud and red
flags, cash flow ratios, economic value added, foreign currency accounting, and joint
arrangements. • Expanded coverage: Earnings quality, earnings management, and pro
forma measures. • Standards: IFRS, Ind AS and Indian GAAP comparisons for key
items in financial statements. • Real-world cases: Amazon, Lanco, National Spot
Exchange, Olympus, Suzlon, Valeant Pharmaceuticals, and TCS, Toshiba. • Interview:
Professor Suraj Srinivasan, Harvard Business School. • Pedagogical features:
Application, Discussion Question, Forensic Corner, Ladder, One-minute Quiz, Quick
Question, Real World, and Speed Read. • Examples: New examples in Chapter
Vignette, Earnings Quality Analysis, and Financial View. • New Material and Revision:
Additional and revised text and figures in almost all chapters.
This book has been written specifically for the students of BCom (Hons) of the
University of Delhi in accordance with its prescribed syllabus and that of School of
Open Learning. Its basic features are the same as the mother book Cost
Accounting—Principles and Practice, which is a UGC recommended text for the last
many years. Thus, it gives a thorough grounding in cost concepts, cost behaviour, and
costing methods. The subject matter has been organized on ‘first things first’ basis to
sustain the interest of the students. Every discussion involving conceptual difficulties is
immediately followed by a numerical example.
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This widely adopted, highly acclaimed text, now in its Fifth Edition, has proved to be an
invaluable asset to the student community. It explains how to prepare, analyze, and
interpret the information from financial statements. New and Distinctive Features of the
Text • Banks: An entirely new chapter (Chapter 13) explains the financial statements of
banks. It covers the effect of legal and regulatory requirements on the financial
performance of banks. • Spotlight on Earnings Quality Analysis and Earnings
Management: Intricate issues in understanding earnings quality and earnings
management are explained with real-world examples. • Chapter Vignette: A tonesetting vignette at the start of every chapter enables the student to relate to the key
issues covered in the chapter. • Emphasis on Thinking: Accounting involves making
significant decisions at every level of management. This text provides many
opportunities to students to think about the considerations that go into making
accounting judgements. • New Cases: There are new cases on Tata Consultancy
Services, Biocon, UBS, Reebok India, Nobles Crus, Essar Oil, HDFC, Kingfisher
Airlines, Reliance Communications, and ICICI Bank. • Student-friendly Approach: Ideas
are explained in a simple style using everyday language. No prior knowledge of
business is assumed. Common doubts in understanding accounting are addressed. •
New Material and Updates: New material has been added in many chapters. These
include revenue recognition, pro forma financial measures, whistle-blowing, fraudster
profile, cloud computing, statement of changes in equity, and management
communications. The content has been updated to include the effect of the Companies
Act 2013 and changes in Indian accounting standards and International Financial
Reporting Standards. To access learning resources visit
www.phindia.com/narayanaswamy5eSolution Manual is available for adopting faculty.
Click here to request...
"• Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest Board Sample Paper • Revision
Notes • Based on Latest CBSE Syllabus released on 22th July 2021 • Commonly
Made Errors & Answering Tips • Most Likely Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams "
"• Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest Board Sample Paper • Revision
Notes • Based on Latest CBSE Syllabus released on 31st March 2021 • Commonly
Made Errors & Answering Tips • Most Likely Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams "
Published by Meetcoogle. This book is useful for IGNOU MA PSYCHOLOGY second year
counselling groups of students. It contains previous years solved papers that enable students
learn about the subject and prepare for their examinations. A perusal of past questions papers
gives an idea of the type of questions asked, the paper pattern and so on, it is for this benefit,
we provide these IGNOU MPCE-021 COUNSELLING PSYCHOLOGY PREVIOUS YEARS’
PAPERS (SOLVED) …. Students are advised to refer these solutions in conjunction with their
reference books. It will help you to improve your exam preparations…In this book, Detailed
Explanatory Answers have been provided for the questions for Better Understanding of the
Candidates. Hope you Liked…& Best of Luck for your Examination. Published by MeetCoogle
This book is designed to meet specific requirements of Bangalore University curriculum for
B.Com - Semester III. It covers the fundamental concepts and framework of Financial
Management in lucid language and simple style, presenting the topics in a systematic and
meticulous manner. The book intends to lay a strong foundation for advanced applications and
decision making in finance.
Cost Accounting has been especially written to meet the requirements of B.Com. students as
per the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) curriculum of Bangalore University. It
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comprehensively presents the fundamental concepts of cost accounting in an informative and
systematic manner.
This book on Financial Accounting is specifically designed to cater to the needs of B.COM
Semester-I students of Bangalore University. It extensively covers the core concepts of the
subject in a student-friendly and meticulous manner. The book attempts to lay a solid
foundation for the advanced accounting aspects not only for classroom study, but also their
respective application in real-world accounting practices.
The Book, Financial Accounting Studies In Detail The Financial Accounting And Appraisal; It
Caters To The Needs Of Students, Research Scholars, And University And College Teachers.
It Is Written In Simple Language And Lucid Style, Capable Of Being Understood By The
Beginners.The Book Illustrates The Developments In The Field Of Accounting In A Very
Simple Style And Presents The Subject Matter Explicitly And Concisely. It Covers The Syllabus
Of B.Com., B.B.A., M.Com., M.B.A., And Various Professional Examinations. The Book Also
Includes Objective Type, Theoretical And Practical Questions To Meet The Needs Of The
Students Of The Various Universities And Institutes. It Pays Equal Importance To Both Theory
And Practice.The Book Comprises 16 Chapters, 7 Solved Universities Question Papers, 234
Illustrations, 257 Objective Type Questions, 206 Simple Problems, 350 Advanced Problems
With Answers And Proper Hints.The Book Is Best Suited To The Students Of B.Com., B.B.A.,
M.B.A., M.Com., C.A., I.C.W.A., I.C.S.I., C.A.I.I.B. And Other Equivalent Courses. It Can Be A
Desk Companion For The Executives In Accounts And Finance Department Of All Commercial
Organisations.
Decision-making is a pivotal function of any manager. A knowledge of Accounting, insofar as it
affects decision-making, is very important for a manager. And very often, students find
Accounting as one of the ‘tough’ subjects to handle. This book strives to make Accounting
intelligible and easily comprehensible to students. The text gives a comprehensive coverage of
the three branches of Accounting – Financial Accounting, Management Accounting, and Cost
Accounting. It focuses on the various methods and techniques followed in the Management
Reporting System. The text deals, in detail, with various accounting transaction procedures,
methods of costing, ratio analysis, budgeting, forecasting, accounting errors, funds flow and
cash flow statements, trial balance and balance sheet, and so on. It equips the students with
the knowledge in the preparation, analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of financial
statements, which will enrich their managerial competence and decision-making skills. KEY
FEATURES ? Emphasises the various accounting and decision-making techniques. ? Provides
a number of problems and their solutions, besides giving notes, working notes, and exercises,
to help the students understand the concepts better. This book is intended as a text for the
postgraduate students of Management (MBA/MIB), financial courses (MFC), and
undergraduate and postgraduate students of Commerce and those pursuing MCA. In addition,
the book will be very useful to practising managers who wish to develop effective and resultoriented decision-making skills.

Advanced Corporate Accounting has been especially written to meet the requirements
of B.Com. students as per the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) curriculum of
Bangalore University. It comprehensively presents the fundamental concepts of
corporate accounting in an informative and systematic manner.
This book on Corporate Accounting is specifically designed to cater to the needs of
B.COM Semester-III students of Bangalore University. It extensively covers the core
concepts of the subject in a student-friendly and meticulous manner. The book attempts
to lay a solid foundation for the advanced corporate accounting aspects not only for
classroom study, but also their respective application in real-world corporate accounting
practices.
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The books are prepared in accordance with the syllabus developed by the NCERT and
adopted by the CBSE. Text is supported by suitable illustrations, Solved Problems,
Theoretical Questions and Practical Exercises. There are over 40 exhibits to acquaint
students with the various accounting treatments and formats. Revision One Day Before
Examination, Important Theoretical Question Bank, Provisional Test Papers, Model
Test Papers and Pre-Board Test Papers are given for revision.
Gain a strong understanding of the accounting information systems and related
technologies you'll use in your business career with Hall's leading ACCOUNTING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 9E. You'll find a unique emphasis on ethics, fraud, and the
modern manufacturing environment. The book focuses on the needs and
responsibilities of accountants as end users of systems, systems designers, and
auditors. This text completely integrates Sarbanes-Oxley as it affects internal controls
and other relevant topics. In this new edition, with thorough updates of the transaction
cycle and business processes coverage, you examine the risks and advantages of
cloud computing and gain a better understanding of the differences in the manual and
automated accounting system needs of small and large companies. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Author of cult classics The Pumpkin Plan and The Toilet Paper Entrepreneur offers a
simple, counterintuitive cash management solution that will help small businesses
break out of the doom spiral and achieve instant profitability. Conventional accounting
uses the logical (albeit, flawed) formula: Sales - Expenses = Profit. The problem is,
businesses are run by humans, and humans aren't always logical. Serial entrepreneur
Mike Michalowicz has developed a behavioral approach to accounting to flip the
formula: Sales - Profit = Expenses. Just as the most effective weight loss strategy is to
limit portions by using smaller plates, Michalowicz shows that by taking profit first and
apportioning only what remains for expenses, entrepreneurs will transform their
businesses from cash-eating monsters to profitable cash cows. Using Michalowicz's
Profit First system, readers will learn that: · Following 4 simple principles can simplify
accounting and make it easier to manage a profitable business by looking at bank
account balances. · A small, profitable business can be worth much more than a large
business surviving on its top line. · Businesses that attain early and sustained
profitability have a better shot at achieving long-term growth. With dozens of case
studies, practical, step-by-step advice, and his signature sense of humor, Michalowicz
has the game-changing roadmap for any entrepreneur to make money they always
dreamed of.
Financial Accounting has been especially written to meet the requirements of B.Com.
students as per the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) curriculum of Bangalore
University. It comprehensively presents the fundamental concepts and accounting
procedures in an informative and systematic manner.

International Science Congress Association organized 3rd International Science
Congress (ISC-2013), with “Innovation with Global Responsibility” as its Focal
Theme. ISC-2013 is divided in 20 sections. A total number of 900 Research
Papers and 1000 registrations from 36 countries all over the world have been
received. They are mainly from India, Iran, Sudan, Iraq, South Africa, Phillipines,
Pakistan, Nighana, Erode, Czech Republic, Bangladesh, Swaziland, Jordan,
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USA, Thailand, Japan, Malaysia, Kazakhstan, UK, Colombia, Nepal, Italy,
Bulgariya, Cameroun, France, Greece, Kazakhstan, Korea, Lithuania, Nigeria,
Poland, Romania, Slovakiya, Ukraine, Venezuela and Turkey.
Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most introductory
business courses. The book provides detailed explanations in the context of core
themes such as customer satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business,
and managing change. Introduction to Business includes hundreds of current
business examples from a range of industries and geographic locations, which
feature a variety of individuals. The outcome is a balanced approach to the
theory and application of business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and
skills necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
This book on Advanced Financial Accounting is exclusively designed for B.COM
II Semester students of Bangalore University. The aim of the book is to acquaint
readers with accounting standards and procedures followed by different types of
businesses in a student-friendly and meticulous manner.
Principles of Marketing is a comprehensive & authentic textbook on 'Principles of
Marketing. The book aims to bring an understanding of various aspects of
marketing practices. This book aims to fulfil the requirement of students of
B.Com. (Hons.)/B.Com. as per CBCS programme, BBA, MBA & other Commerce
and Management courses. Those in the field of marketing will find the book
relevant for conceptual understanding. The Present Publication is the 2nd
Edition, authored by Prof. Kavita Sharma & Dr. Swati Aggarwal, with the following
noteworthy features: · [Simple, Systematic & Comprehensive Explaination] The
subject matter is presented in a simple, systematic method along with a
comprehensive explanation of the concept and theories underlying marketing. ·
[Student-Oriented Book] This book has been developed, keeping in mind the
following factors: o Interaction of the author/teacher with their students in the
classroom o Shaped by the author/teachers experience of teaching the subjectmatter at different levels o Reaction and responses of students have also been
incorporated at various places in the book · [Multiple Examples] The book
provides deep insights into the core concepts of marketing based on extant
literature, examples and cases (Indian context) · [Pictorial Representation,
Tables, Flow Charts, etc.] The chapter discussions are supported by relevant
pictures in the form of product advertisement, figures, tables, flow charts to make
the text an experience · [Questions] Each chapter contains a set of discussion
questions to review the concepts in the chapter. Contents of this book are as
follows: · Introduction to Marketing o Basics of Marketing o Marketing
Environment · Market Selection o Consumer Behaviour o Market Selection:
Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning · Marketing Decisions Related to
Product o Product Decisions o New Product Development · Marketing Decisions
Related to Pricing and Distribution o Pricing Decisions o Distribution Decisions o
Retailing · Marketing Decisions Related to Promotion and New Developments o
Promotion Decisions o Services Marketing o Relationship Marketing o
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Contemporary Issues in Marketing
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is
available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929. Principles of Accounting is designed
to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting
course that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This
book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting
majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to
build a strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each
chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student.
Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter,
allowing students to build on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are
further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business
processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of
accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote comprehension over rote
memorization.
The Book Presents An Exhaustive Exposition Of The Various Principles Involved
In Management Accounting. The Basic Concepts Have Been Explained In
Considerable Detail And Illustrated Through Numerous Solved Examples.Various
Techniques Of Accounting Have Been Suitably Discussed And Their Application
Is Highlighted. The Linkages Between Different Concepts Are Appropriately
Emphasised.A Large Number Of Worked Out Examples And Practice Problems
Have Been Included Throughout The Book. The Book Is Designed As A Basic
Text For Students Pursuing Degrees In Both Commerce And Management
Streams.
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